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1 Introduction 
Teachiň and research stakeholder relations have been playiň a hǔe part ő the 
academic li̋e ő the authors ő this paper. Stakeholder approach was an early 
inspiration and ̌uidiň principle ̋or both ő us ̋rom the běinniň: teachiň 
Business źconomics [Ő] as youň academics ̋rom the early 1řř0ľies we had the 
opportunity to dive into this area. While both haviň business and manǎement 
bacǩrounds we are comiň ̋rom di̋̋erent ̋ields. Corporate ŻinanceĽ Value 
Creation and Business Per̋ormance on the one handĽ Business źthicsĽ CSR and 
Sustainability on the other. Stakeholder approach was one ő those areas always 
beiň at our crossroads. 

By approachiň stakeholders ̋rom these di̋̋erent aňles we ̋ind interestiň how 
our ̋ields ̋ertilize the topic in various ways. Buildiň on the intersection ő our 
interestĽ in this paper we are presentiň the ̋indiňs ő a major competitiveness 
survey in Huňary with rěard to stakeholder relations. We were interested in 
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whether actiň top manǎers in Huňary had the same interest in and commitment 
to stakeholders as usĽ academic prőessionals have. Beyond our research we were 
also interested in how we could connect our ̋indiňs to our other academic 
missionĽ teachiň. ThusĽ in this paper we are ̋ramiň our research ̋indiňs ̋rom 
an educational point ő view too. 

2 Research Background 
Our paper ̋eeds in the loň and content̋ul theoretical and manǎerial discussions 
ő stakeholders [Ř]Ľ [11] and value creation. The interrelations ő stakeholder 
value and shareholder value are discussed in a vast theoretical and empirical 
literatureĽ in our paper we now ̋ocus on the reconcialiation ő the two values. We 
aim to move toward the understandiň ő how stakeholder value and shareholder 
value can ̌o hand in hand. We are buildiň on the seminal works ő Rappaport 
[17] and Jensen [1β] in value creationĽ and we are utiliziň the Per̋ormance Prism 
by Neely and his coľauthors [1ő]Ľ [16] as a startiň point ő our empirical research.  

ŻirstĽ let us quote Rappaport who „recǒnizes that the company’s loňľterm 
destiny depends on a ̋inancial relationship with each stakeholder that that has an 
interest in the company. (…) a valueľcreatiň company bene̋its not only its 
shareholders but the value ő all other stakeholder claimsĽ while all stakeholders 
are vulnerable when manǎement ̋ails to create shareholder value. źnlǐhtened 
sel̋ľinterest dictates shareholders and other stakeholders actively eňǎe in a 
partnership ő value creation.” [17] 

SimilarlyĽ Jensen walks down the „enlǐhtened” lane proposiň the term 
enlǐhtened value maximization. Accordiň to Jensen it is identical to enlǐhtened 
stakeholder theory. In his exlanation he uses „much ő the structure ő stakeholder 
theory but accepts maximization ő the loňrun value ő the ̋irm as the criterion 
̋or makiň the requisite tradeő̋s amoň its stakeholders.” [1β] As a result ő this 
„enlǐhtened stakeholder theoryĽ while ̋ocusiň attention on meetiň the demands 
ő all important corporate constituenciesĽ speci̋ies loňľterm value maximization 
as the ̋irm’s objective.” [1β] 

A̋ter hǐhlǐhtiň some ő the key notions ő key authors in value creation let us 
turn our attention to the other side: how the ̋undamental theorist ő stakeholdersĽ 
źdward Żreeman understands the above relationship. Ǎle et al describe this in the 
̋ollowiň way. źdward Żreeman ařues that „Milton ŻriedmanĽ Oliver 
WilliamsonĽ and Michael Jensen are stakeholderľtheorists. By sayiň thatĽ I mean 
that i̋ one understands the spiris ő their workĽ some ő the actual words they have 
recently saidĽ and i̋ we have a slǐhtly more expressive idea ő business than have 
most economistsĽ then the tensions between economists and stakeholder theorists 
simply dissolve.”[1]  
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Holdiň on to the theories ő these selected authorsĽ a series ő international 
empirical studies tested the reconciliation ideaĽ see e.̌.  [β0]Ľ [ββ]. This topic ő 
the international research has been made explicit in local researches ő the 
Huňarian context as wellĽ see. e.̌.  [β]Ľ [ř] [10] [ββ] [βγ] 

Żor our empirical study we have chosen the twoľsided idea ő the Per̋ormance 
Prism. The Per̋ormance Prism emphasizes the importance ő understandiň 
stakeholder relationships. Accordiň to Neely at al [1ő]Ľ [16] the prism allows 
room ̋or exploriň stakeholder relationships on a mutual ̌round: the connections 
are viewed ̋rom both sides.  

There are ̋ive interrelated ̋acets ő the Per̋ormance Prism. Quotiň the ̋irst ő 
these ̋acets here only: “ Stakeholder Satis̋action ± asks: ``Who are the 
stakeholders and what do they want and need?'' see [16]. By needs and wants 
Neely and his coľauthors take us to the ̋ollowiň two ̋undamental questions: 

 Stakeholder satis̋action – Manǎers’ perception about their stakeholders’ 
expectations (what the stakeholders want and need?) 

 Stakeholder contribution – Manǎers’ expectation towards their stakeholders 
(what the ̋irms want and need ̋rom their stakeholders?)   

Table 1 presents how these two directions can be translated into speci̋ic 
expectations. 
Potential expectation ő certain 
stakeholder ̌roups: 

Potential expectation ő ̋irms ̋rom 
certain stakeholder ̌roups 

Shareholders: hǐh returnĽ stabilityĽ 
security – stroňly related to the 
activity ő the company 

Żrom shareholders: ̋inancial 
resourcesĽ in̋ormal and market 
(nonľ̋inancial) support  

Customers: hǐh service levelĽ 
inexpensive productsĽ stable and 
calculable relations 

Żrom customers: secure 
prőitabilityĽ reliable relationships 
and ̌ood communication 

źmployees: hǐh salariesĽ stabilityĽ 
̌ood workplace environment and 
development opportunities  

Żrom suppliers: hǐh service 
levelĽ inexpensive productsĽ stable 
and calculable relations 

Suppliers: prőitabilityĽ reliable 
relations and ̌ood communication 

Żrom employees: hǐh level ő 
workĽ loyalty  

Local communities: ̋inancial and 
nonľ̋inancial support ̋rom the 
companyĽ stable employment 

Żrom local communities: ̌ood 
work̋orce supplyĽ ̋avourable 
atmosphere  

Stakeholders: sincere opinionĽ 
sǔ̌estionsĽ cooperation 
opportunities 

Żrom stakeholders: sincere 
opinions and sǔ̌estions  

Table 1 
Stakeholder expectations ̋rom two aňles [16] 
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This twoľsided approach ő the Per̋ormance Prism led us to our research 
questions ̋or the Huňarian context. We are enumeratioň the research questions 
hereĽ introduciň our research methodolǒy in chapter γ and our ̋indiňs in 
chapter Ő:  

 Who counts? What are the stakeholder ̌roups understood to be important 
in the Huňarian context? 

 What are the perceptions ő manǎers rěardiň their stakeholders’ 
contribution and expectations towards the ̋irm? 

 What is the relationship between stakeholder orientation and ̋irm 
per̋ormance? 

3 Methodology 
The empirical research is based on the data ő ”In Global Competition” –  micro-
economic factors of the international competitiveness of the Hungarian economy” 
research prǒram series ořanised by the Competitiveness Research Centre ő 
Corvinus University ő Budapest. Duriň the past β0 yearsĽ a similarly structured 
survey was undertaken ̋ive times (in 1řř6Ľ 1řřřĽ β00ŐĽ β00ř and β01γ). 
Consequently wehad the opportunity to evaluate the path leadiň to the current 
situation and the chaňes ő the competitiveness ő Huňarian companies based 
on these similarly structured and sized database. The results ő the previous 
surveys justi̋y the validity ő the research methodolǒy. HoweverĽ we would like 
to emphasize that the survey and its results re̋lect the opinion ő the executivesĽ 
not some objective truth [ő]. 

In the course ő the surveys executives in ̋our manǎerial ̋ields (chie̋ executivesĽ 
̋inancialĽ manűacturiň and commercial/marketiň manǎers) ̋rom γ00 
companird responded to a comprehensive questionnaire. The survey included 
corporate data (̋acts provided by the companies) and manǎers’ sel̋ľevaluations 
and opinionsĽ mainly by evaluation ő di̋̋erent statements in a őľpoint Likertľ
scale. 

In this paper we present the ̋indiňs ő the competetiveness survey rěardiň 
stakeholder approaches ő corporate respondents based on the last surveyĽ 
elaborated in β01γĽ puttiň it into perspective by also relyiň on the survey data 
̋rom β00Ő. 

The sample ő γ00 companies (ő the survey in β01γ) consists ő primarily 
medium sized manűacturiň companies with mostly domestic ownership. Řγ% ő 
the sample are small and medium sized companiesĽ 17% ő the companies are 
laře ̋irms. Almost 77% ő the companies in the sample have dominantly 
Huňarian ownership (71% are in Huňarian private ownershipĽ while the ratio ő 
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the stateľowned companies in the sample is relatively lowĽ it is around 6%)Ľ and 
the rest ő the ̋irms (βγ%) have dominant ̋oreǐn ownership. Proportion ő ̋irms 
in processiň industries is ̋airly hǐh (approximately Őő%)Ľ and commercial 
companies and ̋irms operatiň in other service sectors are also have a ̌reat share 
in our sample (β0% and 1ő% respectively). Żor a more detailed characteristics ő 
the sample and relations between these characteristics see [7] 

In the questionnaire we asked executives to evaluate various statements 
concerniň their stakeholders’ importance in decision makiň and perceived needs 
and wants their di̋̋erent stakeholder ̌roups (e.̌. their perception about 
stakeholders’ opinion) as well as the needs and wants ő their ̋irm toward their 
stakeholder (i.e. expected stakeholder contribution). Responses were ̌iven on a őľ
point Likertľscale (ő – totally ǎree and 1– totally disǎree). Results ő earlier 
surveys are presented in the ̋ollowiň papers [ř]Ľ [10]Ľ [ββ]Ľ [βγ] 

4 Empirical findings 
In this chapter we are introduciň the research ̋indiňs rěardiň stakeholder 
approaches ő business respondents as well as the implications ő our ̋indiňs to 
business education.  

4.1 Stakeholder orientation  
In Ő.1.1. we introduce the outcomes ő our research based on the Likertľscale 
statements ő coporate executives rěardiň the importance ő various stakeholder 
̌roups. Our second set ő ̋indiňs – Ő.1.β. – introduces how the expectations 
towards stakeholder ̌roups match or dismatch the perceived expectations ő the 
stakeholders toward the companies. ŻinallyĽ we look at the interrelationships ő 
stakeholder approach and corporate per̋ormance (see Ő.1.γ). 

4.1.1 Importance of stakeholders 

In our studyĽ ̋irst we looked at the importance ő stakeholders. Our aim was to 
explore who counts ̋or the business decision makers in the Huňarian context. 
The importance ő the ̋ollowiň stakeholder ̌roups have been detected: 
owners/shareholdersĽ manǎersĽ nonľmanǎerial employeesĽ consumers/buyersĽ 
suppliersĽ local communitiesĽ and the natural environment. źxecutives in the 
competiveness survey were respondiň to questions rěardiň  the importance ő 
the interests and opinions ő these various stakeholder ̌roups.  

Żǐure 1 shows the rankiňs ő the stakeholders based on the results in β00Ő [ř]Ľ 
[10]Ľ [ββ] and β01γ.  
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Żǐure 1 

Perceived importance ő certain stakeholder ̌roups 

The ̋irst three ̌roups – ownersĽ manǎersĽ consumers – are understood to be the 
most in̋luential stakeholders in executive decision makiň in both years. The 
perceived importances ő suppliers and nonľmanǎerial employees have slǐhtly 
increased between the two points in timeĽ but none ő them approached the levels 
ő the previous ̌roups ő stakeholders. Our results have reached similar 
conclusion as Benedek et al. [β] emphasize in their researchĽ that was made amoň 
comparies in Huňary. Only the catěory ő the state experienced a slǐht decrease 
in importance. Another interestiň shi̋t in data is the natural environment beiň 
one rank less important duriň the latter survey.  

4.1.2 Perceived needs and wants – a two-sided view 

With the Per̋ormance Prism in our mindĽ we were interested in the coherence ő 
expectations provided by top decision makers.  

On the one handĽ we explored what manǎers thoǔht about their stakeholders’ 
contribution and expectations towards the ̋irm. Buildiň on Neely’s wordiň we 
were ̋ocusiň on the needs and wants ő corporations toward their stakeholders. 

On the other hand we wished to look at these stakeholder relationships ̋rom 
another aňle: How do executives understand and perceive the needs and wants ő 
their stakeholders? 

Żǐure β presents the stakeholder expectations ő top manǎers in HuňaryĽ and 
also the chaňes in expectations over a decade. 
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Żǐure β 
Company’s needs and wants toward their stakeholder – The opinion ő executives in Hum̌ary 

The hǐhest expectation ő top manǎers was directed to employees. Checkiň out 
the ̋inal bars ő Żǐure β reveals that both in β00Ő and β01γ hǐh level work 
provided by employees is the number one expectation ő executives. Loyalty ő 
the same stakeholder ̌roup was perceived as ̋ar less importantĽ especially in 
β00Ő. Over time this aspect showed a slǐht increase thoǔh.  

Behind the employes we ̋ind the suppliers. źxecutive wants include hǐh service 
level ̋rom themĽ and more and more stable relationships. źxpectations toward the 
customers are ranked the lowest ̋rom amoň these three stakeholder ̌roups.  
Securiň prőitability as well as maintainiň reliable relationships and ̌ood 
communication became more important by the time ő the β01γ surveyĽ and in this 
̌rowth the ̋inancial crisis mǐht have played an important role. (Results ̋rom 
β00Ő are based on [ř]Ľ [10]Ľ [ββ].) 

 

Żǐure γ presents the supposed expectations ő various stakeholders accordiň to 
the opinion ő executives. 
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Żǐure γ 

Stakeholders’ needs and wants toward the company – The opinion ő executives in Huňary 

Stability can be described as the major excpectation on the corporate side.  
NamelyĽ accordiň to the perception ő the executivesĽ shareholders expect 
stability and security more (Ő.11 in β00Ő; Ő.ββ in β01γ) than as they wish to  
achieve hǐh return (γ.16 in β00Ő; γ.ŐŘ in β01γ). SimilarlyĽ they attribute 
employees a hǐher expectation ő stability than hǐh salaryĽ and their suppliers 
the need ő reliable relations more than prőitability.  

HoweverĽ there is an imbalanced view about the needs and wants in business 
relationships.  What we detected here is a skewness toward the ̋irms’ expectations 
toward their stakeholders. Their – so to say – requirements  are stroňer than the 
requirements they perceive ̋rom stakeholders toward the companies. ThusĽ in their 
understandiň and perception these expectations are ̋rom beiň mutual. The 
wants ő the corporate respondents rěardiň stakeholder ̌roups such as the 
customers or suppliersĽ are ̌eneraly hǐher than the perceived needs ő the same 
stakeholder ̌roups stated by top manǎers in Huňary. 

4.1.3 Stakeholder orientation and performance 

ŻinallyĽ we have investǐated the interrelationship ő stakeholder orientation and 
corporate per̋ormance. Żour types ő approaches toward stakeholders have been 
identi̋ied in the Huňarian context resultiň ̋rom our ̋actor and cluster analyses 
[βγ]. Based on perceived importance ő stakeholders’ we have identi̋ied three 
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̋actors ő stakeholder ̌roups: (1) shareholders and manǎers (β) markets 
(operations) related stakeholdersĽ as customersĽ suppliers and employeesĽ and (γ) 
non marketľrelated stakeholdersĽ such as the stateĽ trade unionsĽ local 
communitiesĽ natural environment and the media. A cluster analyses based on the 
three ̋actors resulted in the ̋ollowiň ̋our  clusters [βγ]: Companies with  

 no stakeholder orientation at all (1γ% ő the sample)Ľ  
 ̌eneral stakeholder orientation (βř%)Ľ  
 shareholderľ and manǎer orientation (γ0%)Ľ  
 marketľ and operations orientation (βŘ%). (See in detail: [βγ]) 

Table 1 summarizes the relation between ̋irms’ business per̋ormance and 
stakeholder orientation based on [βγ]. The evaluation ő corporate business 
per̋ormance is rooted in a ̋actor and cluster analyses built on the companies’ sel̋ 
evaluation ő their operationalĽ market and ̋inancial per̋ormance [7]: “Leadiň 
companies” per̋orm above industrial averǎe at operationalĽ market and ̋inancial 
levels as well; while a second cluster is characterised by “̌ood operational but 
weak ̋inancial per̋ormance”; “averǎe per̋ormers” describe their per̋ormance 
close to the industrial averǎe; and the companies in the catěory ő “lǎ̌iň 
behind” have poor ̋inancial and market per̋ormance with operational 
per̋ormance similar to the industrial averǎe (See in detail [7]).  

 

Per̋ormance clusters: 
 

Stakeholderľorientation 
clusters: 

Lǎ̌iň 
behind 

 
 

Averǎe 
per̋romers 

 
 

żood 
operatiňĽ 

weak 
̋inancial 

per̋ormers 

Leadiň 
̋irms 

 
 

All 
respondent

s 
 
 

Not stakeholder 
oriented βŘ% őγ% 11% Ř% 100% 

żenerally stakeholder 
oriented β6% γ0% ř% γ6% 100% 

Shareholderľ and 
manǎer oriented β1% ŐŐ% 1Ő% β1% 100% 

Marketľ and operations 
oriented 1Ř% Ő1% 10% γ1% 100% 

Alll respondents ββ% Ő0% 11% β6% 100% 

Table β 
Interrelations ő business per̋ormance and stakeholder orientation [βγ] 

By analysiň the crosstable ő the two ̋actor and cluster analyses we realize  that 
in the cluster ő “Not stakeholder oriented” ̋irms the percentǎe ő “Lǎ̌iň 
behind” and “Averǎe per̋ormers” is ̋ar hǐher (Ř1%)Ľ than  in the whole sample 
(60%). In the ̌roup ő “żenerally stakeholder oriented” ̋irms we have more 
“Leadiň companies” (γ6%) than in the whole sample (β6%)Ľ but we also have 
more “Lǎ̌iň behind” companies (β6% vs ββ%). Amoň the “Marketľ and 
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operations oriented” ̋irms we had ̋ound less “Lǎ̌iň behind” (1Ř% vs ββ%)Ľ 
and more “Leadiň per̋ormers” (γ1% vs β6%) than in the overall sample. [βγ]. 

Orientation toward shareholders and manǎers briňs about an averǎe 
per̋ormance in all aspects ő business per̋ormance or connected to a ̌ood market 
and operations per̋ormance while lǎ̌iň behind in ̋inancial per̋ormance. The 
ratio ő these ̌roups in the latter cluster are hǐher than in the ̌eneral sample.  
This re̋ers to shareholder orientation beiň less ̋ruit̋ul without a market 
orientation.  

We conclude that the lack ő stakeholder orientation is related to weak or averǎe 
perceived business per̋ormance on a hǐher scale than the averǎe result. On the 
other handĽ ̌eneral stakeholder orientation without a ̋ocus is not necessarily  
enoǔh to achieve ̌ood business per̋ormance. [βγ].  

4.2 Business education connotations 
A̋ter describiň the various perceptions and approaches ő stakeholders let us turn 
our attention to manǎement education. The mission ő the businesss school the 
authors do teachiň and research at ̋ocuses on the education ő responsible 
leaders. ThusĽ understandiň stakeholder theory and developiň skills and 
competences ő eňǎiň stakeholders must be an intěral part ő our teachiň and 
learniň. Both CBS reports [γ]Ľ [6]  and research [1γ] have intended to explore 
activitiesĽ processesĽ outcomes and impacts ő manǎement education in this 
rěard. Stakeholder approach has become a mainstream topic that cannot be 
missiň ̋rom the curriculum ő any business school today. It is embedded in 
various courses both explicitly an implicitly. We have even witnessed the positive 
chaňe ő moviň away ̋rom stakeholder amaňement toward stakeholder 
eňǎement. 

(i) One ő the major questions is whether the notion ő stakeholder approach is 
also translated into the teachiň ő actual manǎement tools ő stakeholder 
orientation and eňǎement or this topic is le̋t on the theoretical level. (ii) And i̋ 
this knowleďe rěardiň tools is trans̋erred to students are we as educators also 
eňǎe ourselves in developiň the skills and competences ̋or that in order to let 
student meaniň̋ully practice these tools in their prőessional lives? (iii) Let us 
mention a ̋inal layer ő questions hereĽ whichĽ actually can be connected to the γrd 
element ő intended learniň outcomes: besides knowlěde and competences there 
are the attitudes. The question we are raisiň ̋inally here is one ő the major 
challeňes even ̋or the ̋lǎship schools in responsible manǎement education. 
How well is stakeholder approach embedded in the curriculum? NamelyĽ how 
mixed those messǎes rěardiň stakeholders are ̋or the students?  
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Conclusions 
Our major conclusion about business decision makiň rěardiň stakeholders in 
Huňary is the hǐhly instrumental nature ő it. This actually ̌oes in line with the 
enlǐhted value creation approach: the relations with stakeholders need to serve 
the value creation on the coporate as well on the stakeholder levels. Companies in 
our sampleĽ howeverĽ have a constrained view on stakeholders. źventhoǔh the 
̋ocused and relatively stroň interest in the opinion and expectations ő 
stakeholder pays ő – the positive relationship ő buisness per̋ormance and 
stakeholder orientation exists to a certain extent –. not many companies are 
eňǎiň in an open stakeholder orientation. 

Our survey – due to its questionnaire based methodolǒy – is limited in exploriň 
the content and nature ő stakeholder relationship in an inľdepth way. HoweverĽ 
what is a strikiňly unequivocal research ̋indiň here:the imbalanced corporate 
view on expectations toward and ̋rom stakeholders. 

When takiň research ̋indiňs into educational considerationsĽ our main 
conclusion is teachiň stakeholder orientation has been mainstreamed by now. 
Introduciň the theories and manǎement tools ő stakeholder orientation and 
eňǎement in manǎement education shall be more paralleled with developiň 
relevant skillsĽ competences and attitudes ő ̋uture business decision makers. 
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